Choosing whether to delegate all or some of your security needs to an outside partner can be difficult. But considering that threats have advanced, the attack surface has grown, and resources have contracted while the security skills gap has widened, it is a decision all organizations should at least consider. Are managed security services a better option? Follow this chart to help you learn the answer.

**Is Managed Security Right for Your Business?**

**Ready, Set, Go…**

- Do you have enough skilled staff dedicated to security?
  - LOL, Not Even Close
  - Indeed We Do, A Blessing

- How would you characterize your information security budget?
  - The Struggle is Real
  - We’re the 1%

- Are they filling your specific security needs?
  - Actually, Not So
  - Alright, Not Really
  - Absolutely

- Do you think you can do everything necessary to secure your data on your own?
  - Sure Do

- Are you keeping up and responding to the latest threats, malware and vulnerabilities around the clock?
  - Yeah, No
  - We Do, We Don’t

- Do you anticipate your budget growing inline with risk?
  - Sure

- Do you have any security software that’s become “shelfware” because it is going unused or underused?
  - Yes, the Dust is Collecting
  - No, Everything is Fully Deployed

- When it comes down to it, are you happy with your security outcomes?
  - Not Always
  - That’s an Affirmative

- Does It Sound Like It?
  - But you must ensure your on-premises security products are helping you achieve comprehensive protection of your sensitive data and reduced business risk.

**IT IS!** Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) can help boost security outcomes, compensate for skills shortages, eliminate large upfront capital costs and stretch budgets by offering efficiency, intelligence and expertise from a trusted partner – all so you can concentrate on revenue-generating IT projects that matter most to you.

Want to explore more about Managed Security Services? Visit [www.trustwave.com/services](http://www.trustwave.com/services)